ADVANCED placement AT CLARION

AP CREDIT

Clarion University encourages students who have taken College Board Advanced Placement (AP) courses in high school to submit their official test scores.

We offer more than 175 academic degree programs and grant AP credit for scores of 3, 4, and 5 for most of the AP courses the College Board offers. Exams are given nationally each year. Your high school counselor can provide more information.

With AP CREDIT, you:

• have an advantage in admissions selection
• can receive instant college-level academic credit
• are free to select other interesting subjects rather than a required course already mastered in high school
• are a good candidate for Clarion’s Honors Program and accelerate your undergraduate degree program, saving time and money for graduate school or other career plans

CLARION UNIVERSITY
WWW.CLARION.EDU/ADMISS
800-672-7171, EXT. 1

“I looked at a lot of top universities in the Northeast United States, but Clarion offered the highest amount of credits (21) for my AP work. The AP credits also allowed me to graduate early and matriculate to law school.”

RENEE
ALTOONA HIGH SCHOOL
ALTOONA, PA.

COURAGEOUS. confident. CLARION.
Clarion recognizes AP students are a cut above average. You are willing to face more academic rigor and tougher competition than your peers and are better prepared for the academic demands of college.

Also, you can receive credit for AP exams not shown. For example, students may receive credit for successful completion of the AP Latin-Language exam even though Latin is not offered as a course of study at Clarion. More information is available by contacting the College of Arts, Education and Sciences at 814-393-2225.

**THE HONORS PROGRAM**

The Honors Program is an academic opportunity for students whose intellectual and creative interests and abilities extend beyond conventional university offerings. The program allows students to enrich their education through specially-designed courses and extracurricular involvement.

**ACADEMIC SCHOLARSHIPS**

At Clarion, academically talented and motivated students often receive scholarships. Current students demonstrating academic excellence and/or student leadership aren’t left out either. The Office of Admissions or Student Financial Services can provide more information.

“Clarion gave me 37 Advanced Placement credits toward my degree in chemistry, and an opportunity to finish a four-year degree in three years.”

Matt
Gateway High School
Monroeville, PA.

---

**AP EXAMINATION**  | **AP GRADE REQUIRED** | **CREDITS AWARDED** | **COURSE EQUIVALENCY**
--- | --- | --- | ---
Art History | 4 or 5 | 6 | ART 211 and 212
Art-Drawing Portfolio* | 4 or 5 | 3 | ART 121
Art-2-D Design* | 4 or 5 | 3 | ART 125
Art-3-D Design* | 4 or 5 | 3 | ART 126
Biology | 5 | 8 | BIOL 155/165 and 156/166
Biology | 4 | 4 | BIOL 155/165 or 156/166
Calculus AB | 3 | 3 | A free elective
Calculus AB | 4 or 5 | 4 | MATH 270
Calculus BC | 3 | 4 | MATH 270
Calculus BC | 4 or 5 | 8 | MATH 270 and 271
Chemistry | 3, 4, or 5 | 6 | CHEM 153 and 154
Chemistry | Completed AP Lab Reports | 2 | CHEM 163 and 164
Computer Science A | 3, 4, or 5 | 3 | CIS 163
Computer Science AB | 3, 4, or 5 | 6 | CIS 163 and 244
Computer Science Principles | 3, 4, or 5 | 3 | CIS 1XX
English Language & Composition | 3, 4, or 5 | 3 | ENG 200
English Literature & Composition | 3, 4, or 5 | 3 | ENG 130
Environmental Science | 3, 4, or 5 | 3 | ENVR 275
European History | 4 or 5 | 6 | HIST 112 and 113
European History | 3 | 3 | HIST 112 or 113
French-Language | 5 | 12 | FR 151, 152, 251, 252
French-Language | 4 | 9 | FR 151, 152, 251
French-Language | 3 | 6 | FR 151 and 152
German-Language | 5 | 12 | EFRL 1XX (6 cr.) and IFRL 2XXX (6 cr.)
German-Language | 4 | 9 | EFRL 1XX (6 cr.) and IFRL 2XXX (3 cr.)
German-Language | 3, 4, or 5 | 6 | PS 210
Government and Politics | 3, 4, or 5 | 3 | GEOG 100
Human Geography | 3, 4, or 5 | 3 | ECON 211
Macroeconomics | 3, 4, or 5 | 3 | ECON 212
Microeconomics | 3, 4, or 5 | 2 | MUS 126
Music-Theory | 3, 4, or 5 | 2 | PH 251
Physics 1 | 4 or 5 | 4 | PH 252
Physics 2 | 4 or 5 | 4 | PH 252
Physics 1 and 2 | 4 or 5 | 8 | PH 251 and 252
Psychology | 3, 4, or 5 | 3 | PSY 211
Spanish-Language | 5 | 12 | SPAN 151, 152, 251, 252
Spanish-Language | 4 | 9 | SPAN 151, 152, 251
Spanish-Language | 3 | 6 | SPAN 151 and 152
Spanish-Literature | 5 | 6 | SPAN 280
Spanish-Literature | 3 or 4 | 3 | SPAN 281
Statistics | 3, 4, or 5 | 3 | MATH 221
Studio Art | 3, 4, or 5 | 3 | Art elective
U.S. Government and Politics | 3, 4, or 5 | 3 | PS 211
U.S. History | 3 | 3 | HIST 120 or 121
U.S. History | 4 or 5 | 6 | HIST 120 and 121
World History (blend 2 of 3) | 4 or 5 | 6 | HIST 111, 112, 113
World History | 3 | 3 | HIST 112 or 113

* Students receiving a score of 3 for Drawing, 2-D Design, or 3-D Design can request a departmental portfolio review and credit(s) may be granted.